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Design Initiative

“ Humans... build to shelter and protect but...they also 
build to define the ontological conditions and limits of 
selfhood. In many ways then the boundaries of the form we 
built become the limits of our consciousness. And if we 
also accept that a being’s mental states can never extend 
beyond those boundaries, then setting the right kind of 
boundaries is essential for what we are...”

Unless these boundaries can change, and therefore extend 
the mental states while occupying a space?

Continuous process of computational construction?
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Inspiration:

ICD/ ITKE Research Pavilion
Process-based biomimetics focused on the transfer of biological principles to ar-
chitectural construction. The sensor- driven robotic fabrication was combined with 
advanced design computation and simulation. This enabled the construction of an 
architectural fibre structure on a pneumatic mould, drawing on the complex design 
of the web of a water spider

Biomimetics:

The diving bell spider builds its nest with a series of fibre-laying behaviours 
that structure, form and reinforce the underwater bubble from within. The process 
is adaptable to the dynamic form of the pneumatic surface and the volatile envi-
ronment in which the nest is constructed. It lays an initial set of fibres to trap 
a pocket of air, then selectively reinforce the pocket from within the spider silk 
to stabilise the dynamic structure

Fabrication Process:

Following the spider example is a concepts that integrates a fibrous system on a minimal formwork of an air bubble. In the context 
of the pavilion the same process can occur by using a robotic fabrication of a fibre-reinforced pneumatic shell. The spider is able 
to systematically reinforce its nest through a series of fibre-laying behaviours that constantly adapt to the changing shape of the 
pneumatic body during construction, resulting in hierarchical fibre arrangements. The pavilion had to transfer from an air supported 
pneumatic to a self supported fibre structure membrane. The materialisation of the fibre- reinforced pneumatic shell required the 
development of an adaptive fabrication strategy due to the dynamic geometry of the pneumatic that changes shape during construc-
tion. A robotic arm is used to deploy fibres while matching the speed of the robotic movements while negotiating the changes in the 
dynamic pneumatic substructure. An integrated sensor system monitored the ETFE membrane response and adjust the robotic speed. 
The fabrication strategy allows for flexibility and adaptability to the fluctuating conditions on site. A process based biomimetic 
investigation of fabrication strategies allows for a lightweight structure of only 260 kilos.
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Design Reasoning

Inhabitable sub-aquatic house, adaptive/ responsive:

The house would be submerged underwater following a similar inhabitable environment and 
process of the water spider. The fabrication technique allows for constant adaptability of 
the pneumatic to the unique surrounding conditions, while in construction. 

When inhabited, various sensors would detect the ‘mood’ of the inhabitant through manner of 
movement. If the movements are aggressive and fast (living activities) this would affect 
the pneumatic shell and in turn the robotic deployment of the fibres. 

The space adapts to the movements and as a response becomes malleable. Furthermore the 
manner of movement would provoke other sensors to extend the pneumatic substructure formu-
lating a constantly changing inhabitable house. 

If the movements are still (activities such as sleep), the pneumatic becomes more uniform 
and ergonomic as a response to the slow activities. Again by the adapting of the fabrica-
tion techniques

This division would allow for more static and dynamic spaces, as well as an inhabitable 
space that is constantly evolving by adapting to the environment and activities of the in-
habitants, and in return responding by malleability and growth. 
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